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ABSTRACT

In the present work, we propose a federated learning protocol with bi-directional
security guarantees. First, our protocol is Byzantine-robust against malicious
clients. Additionally, it is the first federated learning protocol with a per-round
mean estimation error that is independent of the update size (e.g., the size of the
model being trained). Second, our protocol is secure against a semi-honest server,
as it only reveals sums of the updates. The code for evaluation is provided in the
supplementary material.

1 INTRODUCTION

Federated learning (FL) has drawn considerable attention as a novel distributed learning paradigm
in recent years. In FL, users collaborate to train a model using a centralized server, yet all data is
stored locally to protect users’ privacy. The privacy benefit popularizes FL in a variety of sensi-
tive applications, including Google GBoard, healthcare services, and self-driving cars. However,
vanilla FL’s privacy guarantee is specious and has been demonstrated to be vulnerable to a range of
attacks (Bagdasaryan et al., 2020; Bhagoji et al., 2019; Fang et al., 2019; Nasr et al., 2019; Sun et al.,
2020; Luo et al., 2021; Hu et al., 2021).

We consider two mainstream vulnerabilities in FL. First, the centralized server can infer information
about the local data of the clients by inspecting their updates (Nasr et al., 2019; Luo et al., 2021;
Hu et al., 2021). Second, recent research (Bagdasaryan et al., 2020; Bhagoji et al., 2019; Fang
et al., 2019; Sun et al., 2020) has shown that a small number of clients can behave maliciously in a
large-scale FL system and influence the jointly-trained FL model in a stealthy manner. Indeed, for the
majority of today’s SGD-based FL algorithms (McMahan & Ramage, 2017), the centralized server
averages the local updates to obtain the global update, which is vulnerable to even a single malicious
client. Particularly, a malicious client can craft its update in such a way that it prevents the global
model from converging or leads it to a sub-optimal minimum.

Most prior efforts to improve FL security have focused on one of the two vulnerabilities. At one end
of the spectrum, secure aggregation techniques (Bonawitz et al., 2017; Bell et al., 2020) are designed
to conceal individual client’s updates and reveal only the aggregated global update to a semi-honest
server that attempts to infer the clients’ privacy from their updates. At the other end of the spectrum,
Byzantine-robust FL protocols (Blanchard et al., 2017; Yin et al., 2018; Fu et al., 2019; Pillutla et al.,
2019) are proposed to suppress the influence of malicious clients’ updates.

Orchestrating robust FL estimators (to mitigate malicious clients) with secure aggregation
schemes (to mitigate semi-honest servers) is challenging, as robust estimators require access to
local updates, whereas secure aggregation schemes normally hide them from the server. Conse-
quently, most de facto FL protocols cannot protect both the server and the clients simultaneously,
but must repose total trust in one of them. There are two parallel works (So et al., 2020; He et al.,
2020) toward addressing the challenge through the use of secure multi-party computation (MPC). So
et al. (2020) propose to run multi-party distance-based filtering among clients to remove potentially
malicious updates. This, however, needs clients to be online consistently, which is impractical for
cross-device FL and also incurs significant communication cost. He et al. (2020) propose a two-server
protocol to provide bi-directional protection, but in real-world use scenarios, two non-colluding
servers are uncommon. Due to the lack of universal and effective two-way protection, user trust
in FL systems is significantly eroded, preventing them from being employed in a wide variety of
security-related applications such as home monitoring and autonomous driving.
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In the present work, we propose SHARDFL, a federated learning protocol that provides bidirectional
defense against both a semi-honest server and Byzantine-malicious clients. The main challenge is
to address the incompatibility between robust estimator and secure aggregation. Concretely, robust
estimator requires checking individual updates from clients, whereas secure aggregation hides those
updates from the semi-honest server. To this end, we propose a practical and highly effective solution
to split the clients into shards, where SHARDFL securely aggregates each shard’s update and launches
robust aggregation on updates from different shards.

Furthermore, SHARDFL is the first Byzantine-robust federated mean estimation protocol with
dimension-free error. To date, most Byzantine-robust aggregation protocols suffer from estimation
error proportional to the square root of the dimension of the updates. As a concrete instance, a
three-layer MLP on MNIST comprises more than 50,000 parameters and leads to 223× constants
in the estimation error, let alone large language models like BERT. Draco (Chen et al., 2018),
BULYAN (Mhamdi et al., 2018), and ByzatineSGD (Alistarh et al., 2018) are the only three works
that state to provide dimension-free estimation error. However, Draco is incompatible with FL as it
requires redundant updates from each worker. Bulyan and ByzantineSGD are based on much stronger
assumptions than other contemporary works. As will be discussed in Sec. 2, when the assumptions
are relaxed to the common case, Bulyan and ByzantineSGD’s estimation errors still scale up with
the square root of the model size. SHARDFL overcomes limitations of existing Byzantine-robust FL
protocols by employing and calibrating a well-established robust mean estimator FilterL2 (Steinhardt,
2018) in FL scenarios.

We evaluate SHARDFL under five frequently-launched attacks over two datasets and compare
SHARDFL with five robust estimators. Evaluation results show that SHARDFL constantly achieves
optimal or close-to-optimal performance under all the attacks. We also study how different settings
of shards can influence security guarantees. In summary, we make the following contributions:

• We propose SHARDFL, the first FL protocol featuring principled and practical defense simulta-
neously against a semi-honest server and Byzantine malicious clients. We propose the sharding
scheme to reconcile dimension-free robust estimators and secure aggregation. We also rigorously
prove the robustness and security guarantee of SHARDFL.

• We point out the limitations in existing robust estimators with claimed dimension-free errors.
We reuse and calibrate a well-studied robust mean estimation technique, FilterL2, to achieve
dimension-free estimation error in FL.

• Our evaluation shows that SHARDFL can notably outperform existing robust estimators in the
presence of five popular attacks by always achieving optimal or close-to-optimal performance.

2 RELATED WORK & LIMITATIONS IN EXISTING BYZANTINE-ROBUST
PROTOCOLS

We now review the client-side privacy vulnerabilities and Byzantine-malicious attacks in FL. Existing
defenses and their limitations are also discussed to motivate the present work. Other attacks and
defenses in FL are covered in these comprehensive surveys (Kairouz et al., 2019; Lyu et al., 2020).

Client Privacy Leakage and Mitigation. Inference attacks against centralized learning (Shokri et al.,
2017; Fredrikson et al., 2015) aim to infer the private information of the model training data. Wang
et al. (2019) explore the feasibility of recovering user privacy from a malicious server in FL. Nasr
et al. (2019) show that a malicious server can perform highly accurate membership inference attacks
against clients. To protect the privacy of clients, Bonawitz et al. (2017) propose secure aggregation,
which provides security guarantee against a semi-honest server. Also, by utilizing secure multi-party
computation (MPC), Mohassel & Zhang (2017) present a framework for training a global model
on the clients’ encrypted data between two non-colluding servers. However, these existing defense
mechanisms are based on the assumption of benign clients, which is not often the case in practice.

Byzantine Malicious Clients. Byzantine-robust aggregation has drawn enormous attention over the
past few years due to the emergence of various distributed attacks in FL. Fang et al. (2019) formalize
the attack as an optimization problem and successfully migrate the data poisoning attack to FL.
The proposed attacks even work under Byzantine-robust FL. Sun et al. (2020) manage to launch
data poisoning attacks on the multi-task FL framework. Bhagoji et al. (2019) and Bagdasaryan
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et al. (2020) manage to insert backdoors into the model via local model poisoning or local model
replacement. Xie et al. (2019) propose to segment one backdoor into several parts and insert it into
the global model. Chen et al. (2020) and Zizhan et al. (2020) migrate backdoor attacks to federated
meta-learning and federated reinforcement learning, respectively. Meanwhile, Sun et al. (2019) show
that norm clipping and “weak” differential privacy mitigate backdoor attacks in FL without impairing
overall performance. Wang et al. (2020) refute this claim and illustrate that robustness to backdoors
requires model robustness to adversarial examples, an open problem widely regarded to be difficult.

Byzantine-Robust Protocols. A variety of Byzantine-robust FL protocols are proposed to defend
against malicious clients. Krum (Blanchard et al., 2017) selects and averages the subset of updates
that have a sufficient number of close neighbors. Yin et al. (2018) use robust estimators like trimmed
mean or median to achieve order-optimal statistical error rates under strongly convex assumptions.
Fung et al. (2018) propose a similar robust estimator relying on a robust secure aggregation oracle
based on the geometric median. Yin et al. (2019) propose to use robust mean estimators to defend
against saddle point attacks. Fung et al. (2020) study Sybil attacks in FL and propose a defense based
on the diversity of client updates. Ozdayi et al. (2020) design a defense against backdoor attacks in
FL by adjusting the server-side learning rate. Mhamdi et al. (2018) point out that Krum, trimmed
mean, and median all suffer from O(

√
d) (d is the model size) estimation error and propose a general

framework Bulyan for reducing the error to O(1).

Limitations of Existing Robust Estimators. We point out that the improvement of Bulyan (Mhamdi
et al., 2018) actually comes from its stronger assumption. In particular, Bulyan assumes that the
expectation of the distance between two benign updates is bounded by a constant σ1, while Krum
assumes that the distance is bounded by σ2

√
d. We can easily see that if σ1 = σ2

√
d, Bulyan falls

back to the same order of estimation error as Krum. The same loophole exists in the analysis of
ByzantineSGD (Alistarh et al., 2018). As a result, no FL protocol is known to be equipped with
dimension-free estimation error that can be used to mitigate Byzantine adversaries.

3 PROBLEM SETUP

In this section, we review the general pipeline of FL and introduce the threat model and defense goal.
We use bold lower-case letters (e.g. a,b,c) to denote vectors, and [n] to denote 1 · · ·n.

FL Pipeline. In an FL system, there is one server S and n clients Ci, i ∈ [n]. Each client holds
data samples drawn from some unknown distribution D. Let `(w; z) be the loss function on the
model parameter w ∈ Rd and a data sample z. Let L(w) = Ez∼D[`(w; z)] be the population loss
function. Our goal is to learn the model w such that the population loss function is minimized:
w∗ = arg minw∈W L(w). To learn w∗, the whole system runs a T -round FL protocol. Initially, the
server stores a global model w0. In the tth round, S broadcasts the global model wt−1 to them clients.
The clients then run the local optimizers (e.g., SGD, Adam, RMSprop), compute the difference g(i)t
between the optimized model and the global model, and upload the difference to S . In the tth round,
S takes the average of the differences and updates the global model wt = wt−1 + 1

n

∑n
i=1 g(i)

t .

Threat Model & Defense Goal. We assume that the centralized server S is semi-honest: the server
can launch whatever attacks it wishes, including inference attacks, using only legitimate updates
from the clients as inputs. The server, however, cannot deviate from the protocol for regulatory or
reputational pressure. This makes a semi-honest server highly stealthy. The assumption on the semi-
honest server is consistent with the convention in this line of work (Yang et al., 2019; Bonawitz et al.,
2017; Mohassel & Zhang, 2017). Additionally, we assume that clients are ε-Byzantine malicious,
meaning that at most εn clients are malicious: they can deviate arbitrarily from the protocol and
tamper with their own updates for profitable or even mischief purposes. We also clarify that there is
no collusion between the server and the clients. That is, the server cannot disguise as a client or hire
clients to launch colluded attacks.

The defense objective is two-fold. First, we would like to achieve a dimension-free error for the
mean estimation in each round. Let µ be the true mean of the benign distribution, and the output of a
protocol with contaminated inputs be µ̂. The estimation error is defined as the `2 distance between
the true mean and the estimation ‖µ̂− µ‖2. We also would like to minimize the server’s ability to
infer sensitive information of the clients. Formally speaking, to ensure client-side privacy, we would
like to conceal the client’s individual update within the aggregate of multiple updates.
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4 SHARDFL: ROBUST PRIVACY-PRESERVING FL

The full protocol of SHARDFL will be given Alg. 1, and we first summarize its high-level workflow in
Fig. 1(a): SHARDFL provides bidirectional defense, defending against the semi-honest server through
secure aggregation (marked in red) and malicious clients with the robust mean estimator FilterL2
(marked in blue). Fig. 1(b) formulates FilterL2, the details of which are presented in Sec. 4.1. We
now introduce SHARDFL and formally establish the robustness and security guarantees in Sec. 4.2.

Secure Aggregation
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g
(k+1)
t

<latexit sha1_base64="bp5ulbaUMirEJQ5mYWSDX4p4+6g=">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</latexit>

g
(n)
t

<latexit sha1_base64="QKIUrzP+GgRNk29sG9kIVySWKL4=">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</latexit>

g
(2)
t

<latexit sha1_base64="8oLKA/TWwKNHBOYK6ywvLB9fbRQ=">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</latexit>

gH1
t

<latexit sha1_base64="CMEsCYwVCt52CUOvwaa3Xz0UJfo=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="JTeFeixZkoO8rllCMiwnp95VvBQ=">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</latexit>

(a) Illustration of ShardFL.
<latexit sha1_base64="epC0kqxGXt1hThz7GdykcbHWkIk=">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</latexit>

(b) FilterL2: dimension-free robust mean estimation.

<latexit sha1_base64="j+kS+XXruU8cZA8UefzM/R7X/hc=">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</latexit>

Algorithm: FilterL2

Input: gH1
t , · · · ,g

Hp

t 2 Rd, ⌘ > 1
1 Let c1, · · · , cp = 1

2 µ̂c = (
Pp

i=1 cig
Hi
t )/(

Pp
i=1 ci)

3 ⌃̂c = (
Pp

i=1 ci(g
Hi
t � µ̂c)(g

Hi
t � µ̂c)

>)/(
Pp

i=1 ci)

4 Let v be the maximum eigenvector of ⌃̂c

5 Let �̂2
c = v>⌃̂cv

6 if �̂2
c  ⌘�2 then

7 Return µ̂c

8 else

9 Let ⌧i = hgHi
t � µ̂ci2, ⌧max = maxi ⌧i

10 Update ci  ci · (1� ⌧i/⌧max)

11 Go back to line 2

<latexit sha1_base64="FrHNRkvcBYFmHejsPlEkPNHM7xc=">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</latexit>

Algorithm: ShardFL (concise version)

1 . {Hj}j2p: n clients are split into p shards.
2 . ShardedSecureAgg: Defend against semi-honest server.
3 . FilterL2: Defend against malicious clients.

4 ({gHj

t }j2[p]) ShardedSecureAgg ({g(i)
t }i2[n])

5 gt = FilterL2({gHj

t }j2[p])
6 Return gt

Figure 1: High-level overview of SHARDFL and algorithm of FilterL2.

4.1 SHARDFL: BYZANTINE-ROBUST PRIVACY-PRESERVING FL

The complete SHARDFL protocol is presented in Algorithm 1. SHARDFL iteratively executes the
following steps: (1) the server broadcasts the global model to the clients; (2) the clients train the
global model using their local data; (3) clients within the same shard use a secure aggregation protocol
to upload the mean of their updates to the server; (4) the server aggregates the received updates
using robust mean estimation; and (5) the server updates the global model with the aggregated global
update. We highlight steps (3) and (4) newly proposed in SHARDFL.

Algorithm 1: SHARDFL: Robust Privacy-Preserving Sharded FL.
1 for t← [T ] do
2 Server:
3 Split n clients into p shards {Hj}j∈[p]
4 Broadcast {Hj}j∈[p] and the global model wt−1 to all the clients
5 Client:
6 foreach client i ∈ [n] do
7 Locate its own shard j and generate random masks u(j)

ik , k ∈ Hj/i
8 foreach k ∈ Hj/i do Send uik to k

9 Train the local model w(i)
t using wt−1 as initialization

10 g(i)
t = QUANTIZE(w(i)

t − wt−1) +
∑

k 6=i,i∈Hj ,k∈Hj
u(j)
ik −

∑
k 6=i,i∈Hj ,k∈Hj

u(j)
ki

11 Send g(i)
t to the server

12 Server:
13 foreach Hj ∈ {Hj}j∈[p] do gHj

t = 1
|Hj |

∑
k∈Hj

g(k)
t

14 gt = FilterL2({gHj
t }j∈[p])

15 wt = wt−1 + gt

Sharded Secure Aggregation (lines 7–8, 10, 13). Secure aggregation is developed by Bonawitz
et al. (2017) to defend a semi-honest server in FL. Secure aggregation allows the server to obtain
the sum of the clients’ updates but cryptographically conceals individual updates. To begin, each
client samples random values and transmits the values to other clients in the same shard (lines 7–8).
Notably, secure aggregation and cryptographic protocols demand that client updates be integers while
transmitting them via modular operation. Because each client’s model update uses float numbers, we
first quantize before secure aggregation (line 10). After receiving all values from other clients, each
client adds the received values together and subtracts its own to produce a random mask (line 10).
Each client blinds its local update with the random mask and sends the blinded update to the server
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(line 11). The server then aggregates all blinded updates and obtains the plaintext of the summed
update (line 13). All masks cancel out during aggregation, and the server receives the plaintext sum.
Secure aggregation ensures client privacy by hiding each client in the aggregation of other clients.

Note that in our threat model, vanilla secure aggregation is insufficient since it provides no protection
for the server. Due to the total concealment of the individual updates, the server is unable to identify
the malicious clients even after detecting the attack. To address the issue, we, therefore, propose that
clients are partitioned into multiple shards (lines 7–8) and secure aggregation be performed within
each shard. The size of the shards is a trade-off between server and client protection. The smaller
the shard size, the more information the server reveals, making it easier to defend against Byzantine
malicious clients and harder to combat the semi-honest server. The trade-off is elaborated in Sec. 4.2.

Robust Mean Estimation (line 14). The fundamental step of Byzantine-robust FL is to estimate the
true mean of the benign updates as accurately as possible, even when some malicious clients are
present. Averaging, the most widely used aggregator, has been shown to be vulnerable to even a
single malicious client. However, existing works in this field (e.g., Krum (Blanchard et al., 2017)
and Bulyan (Mhamdi et al., 2018)) suffer from a dimension-dependent estimation error. Note that
such dimension-dependent error can impose an intolerably high cost even when training a three-layer
MLP on MNIST, let alone more complex tasks and models such as VGG16 or ResNet50.

SHARDFL, in particular, incorporates a well-known robust mean estimator: FilterL2 (Steinhardt,
2018). We formulate FilterL2 in Alg. 2. FilterL2 assigns each client’s update a weight and iteratively
updates the weights until the weights for malicious clients’ updates are sufficiently small. FilterL2
provides a dimension-free error rate that is formally presented as follows.
Theorem 1 (Steinhardt (2018)). Let D be the honest dataset and D∗ be the contaminated version
of D by inserting malicious samples. Suppose that |D∗| < |D|/(1 − ε), and further suppose that
MEAN[D] = µ and ‖COV[D]‖op ≤ σ2. Then, given D∗, Algorithm 2 outputs µ̂ s.t. ‖µ̂ − µ‖2 =
O(σ
√
ε) using POLY(n, d) time, where ε is the fraction of malicious data and ε < 1

2 .

Although Algorithm 2 runs in polynomial time, the per-round time complexity is O(nd2) if imple-
mented with power iteration. Given d is large, the running time is still quite expensive in practice.
To address the problem, we divide the update vectors into k sections and apply the robust estimator
to each section. The acceleration scheme reduces the per-round running time to O(nd2/k), but
increases the estimation error to O(σ

√
εk). For instance, if we take k =

√
d, the per-round running

time becomes O(nd
√
d), while the estimation error increases to O(σ

4
√
ε2d). Despite the tradeoff for

acceleration, FilterL2 maintains the known optimal estimation error and outperforms other robust FL
protocols by several orders of magnitude, as shown in Sec. 5.

4.2 ROBUSTNESS & SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we rigorously prove the security and robustness guarantee of SHARDFL.

Security Guarantee. We first give the security guarantee of SHARDFL as follows. Intuitively, the
centralized server learns nothing more about the clients than the averaged updates from the shards.
Thus, each client’s update is hidden by the rest clients in its shard.
Corollary 1 (Security against semi-honest server). Let Π be an instantiation of SHARDFL, there ex-
ists a PPT (probabilistic polynomial Turing machine) simulator SIM which can only see the averaged
updates from the shards. For all clients C, the output of SIM is computationally indistinguishable
from the view of that real server ΠC in that execution, i.e., ΠC ≈ SIM({gHj

t }j∈[p]).

Proof for Corollary 1. The transcript of the server is the updates from the sharded clients {gHj

t }j∈[p].
Hence, Corollary 1 is equivalent to the following lemma since the SIM can split the aggregated updates
into several random shards which is computationally indistinguishable from the true transcript.

Lemma 1 (Lemma 6.1 in (Bonawitz et al., 2017)). Given any shard Hk formed by a set of clients
Ck, the parameter size d, the group size q, and the updates g(i) where ∀i ∈ Ck, g(i) ∈ Zdq , we have

{{uij
$← Zd

q}i<j , uij := −uji ∀ i, j ∈ Ck, i > j : {g(i) +
∑

j∈Ck/i

uij (mod q)}i∈Ck}

≡{{vi
$← Zd

q}i∈Ck s.t.
∑
i∈Ck

vi =
∑
i∈Ck

g(i) (mod q) : {vi}i∈Ck}
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, where uij is the random mask shared between client i and j, $← donates uniformly sampling from
some field, and ≡ denotes that the distributions are identical.

Lemma 1 illustrates that the distribution of updates with random masks added is identical to uniformly
sampling from Zdq . Thus, individual clients’ updates are securely concealed behind the random masks
added by secure aggregation, and a semi-honest server can infer zero information about individual
clients from the aggregated updates alone. In the following, we prove Lemma 1 via induction on n,
where n is the size of the clients set Ck, n = |Ck|.
Base Case: When n = 2, assume Ck = {i, j}, i < j, and

∑
i∈Ck

g(i) (mod q) = c, c is a constant.
The first elements of two distributions are g(i) + uij (mod q) and vi, respectively, both of which are
uniformly random sampled from Zdq . The second elements are g(j) + uji (mod q) = c− (g(i) + uij)
(mod q) and vj = c− vi (mod q), respectively, which are the sum c minus the corresponding first
elements. As a result, the distributions are identical.

Inductive Hypothesis: When n = k, the lemma holds.

Inductive Step: According to the inductive hypothesis, the left and right distributions of the first
k clients are indistinguishable. We follow the protocol to generate the left transcript when the
(k + 1)th client is added to the shard. To deal with the right-hand-side transcript, we first add the
same randomness as for the left-hand-side to the first k updates and then subtract them from the total
sum to obtain the (k + 1)th update. It’s easy to prove that the first k updates on both sides follow the
same uniformly random distribution, and that the (k + 1)th update is the difference between the total
sum and the sum of the first k updates. Hence, the left and right transcripts are indistinguishable.

In case the readers are not familiar with the simulation proof technique, please refer to Lindell (2017)
for more information about simulation-based security proof.

Robustness Guarantee. We now give the formal robustness guarantee of SHARDFL. The proof
involves a trivial application of Theorem 1 so we omit it here.
Corollary 2 (Robustness against Byzantine adversaries). Given the number of clients n, the number
of shards p, and the fraction of corrupted clients η, SHARDFL provides a mean estimation with
dimension-free error as long as ηn < εp, where ε < 1

2 is the tolerance of FilterL2 given in Theorem 1.

Proof for Corollary 2. In the following analysis, we assume that the updates from the shards follow
an i.i.d. distribution.

The fraction of malicious shards is bounded by the worst case where each malicious client is
exclusively assigned to different shards: ε′ ≤ ηn

p ≤ ε, ε < 1
2 . Given the assumption above, we have

satisfied all the requirements in Theorem 1. Hence, SHARDFL provides a mean estimation with
dimension-free error as long as ηn < εp.

Remark. Given the formal security and robustness guarantees, it is clear that SHARDFL enables
easy calibration of the server’s or clients’ protection. SHARDFL, in particular, can tolerate up to bεpc
malicious clients and conceal each honest client’s update in the mean of bnp c updates. As illustrated
in Fig. 1, SHARDFL employs a novel sharding scheme to overcome the incompatibility between a
robust estimator and secure aggregation. The value of p, denoting the number of shards, primarily
affects the robustness and security provided by SHARDFL. If the number of benign shards is less than
the number of malicious shards (i.e., p ≤ 2ηn), FilterL2’s requirement on the fraction of malicious
shards ε < 1

2 may not hold. That is, SHARDFL may not exclude malicious shards if p is insufficiently
large. However, if p is too large, implying that the number of clients in each shard is small, the
semi-honest server is more likely to infer the clients’ private updates from the aggregations of the
shards. In practice, p should be determined by the total number of clients, the desired level of security
and robustness, and the nature of the FL task. See evaluation in Fig. 4 for various numbers of shards.

Attentive readers might notice that the robustness tolerance is lower than when there is no sharding.
We argue that it is an almost unavoidable cost because if we can have the same robustness tolerance
as the no-sharding case, then we can design a robust estimator for partially aggregated samples with
the same tolerance. As the latter problem is unsolved, we deem it extremely challenging to further
increase the tolerance in our scenario.
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5 EVALUATION

This section empirically explores the following questions: (Q1) Does FilterL2 outperform other
aggregators when used alone? (Q2) Does SHARDFL outperform other robust FL protocols augmented
with sharded secure aggregation? (Q3) How does the shard size affect the performance of SHARDFL?

Attacks. The first and second attacks are the model poisoning attacks (Fang et al., 2019). Model
poisoning attacks aim to raise the error rate of the converged model even facing Byzantine-robust
protocols. In these attacks, malicious clients search for poisoning updates by solving optimization
problems. We employ two of their proposed attacks targeting Krum and Trimmed Mean. These two
attacks are referred to as Krum Attack (KA) and Trimmed Mean Attack (TMA).

The third attack we consider is a backdoor attack from (Bhagoji et al., 2019). The attack aims to
inject a backdoor functionality while preserving high accuracy on the validation set. Similarly, the
search for the attack gradient is formalized as an optimization problem, and the authors modify the
objective function using stealth metrics to make the attack gradient hard to detect. We refer to this
attack as Model Poisoning Attack (MPA).

The fourth attack is also a backdoor attack proposed by (Bagdasaryan et al., 2020). In this attack, the
adversary locally trains a model using a backdoor and then attempts to replace the global model with
the local model by uploading the difference between the target and global models. We refer to the
attack as Model Replacement Attack (MRA).

The fifth attack is a distributed backdoor attack (DBA) (Xie et al., 2019), in which the attacker
manipulates updates of several clients to insert a backdoor into the global model collaboratively.

Clarification on Targeted Attacks for FilterL2. Attentive readers might notice that the first and
second attacks are designed specifically for Krum and TrimmedMean, and wonder whether it is
possible to construct an attack particularly for FilterL2. We argue that designing such an attack using
the same idea from Fang et al. (2019) is not possible, as the optimization problem becomes intractable
when FilterL2 is plugged in. Due to the theoretically stronger robustness, we assume that it is very
challenging to design targeted attacks for FilterL2 like Krum or Trimmed Mean. We leave it as an
important future direction to design such an attack or rigorously prove its impossibility.

Experimental Setup. We selected two datasets, MNIST (LeCun et al., 2010) and FashionM-
NIST (Xiao et al., 2017), to evaluate SHARDFL. We also chose three other Byzantine-robust FL
protocols as baselines: (1) Krum (Blanchard et al., 2017); (2) Trimmed Mean (Yin et al., 2018); and
(3) Bulyan (Mhamdi et al., 2018). Note that Bulyan acts as a wrapper for other robust estimators.
Therefore, in the evaluation, we have two versions of Bulyan: Bulyan Krum and Bulyan Trimmed
Mean. We run all the protocols on the two datasets and present the protocols’ performance under
different attacks. Performance is measured differently according to different attack targets. For KA
and TMA, we use model accuracy to quantify attack performance. Increased model accuracy indi-
cates increased robustness. For MPA, MRA, and DBA, we assess the percentage of the remembered
backdoors to demonstrate the attack performance. The fewer backdoors remembered, the more robust
the estimator is. Please refer to Appendix A for details on model architecture, quantization, and
hyper-parameters.

All the experiments were conducted on a Ubuntu16.04 LTS server with eight Geforce GTX 1080 Ti.
Please refer to the codebase in the supplementary material for further implementation details.

5.1 EVALUATION RESULTS

In this section, we present the evaluation results. We first show that FilterL2 outperforms other robust
aggregators when used alone. Then, we run complete SHARDFL with sharding, and the results show
that SHARDFL consistently achieves optimal or close-to-optimal performance under different attacks.
Last, we discuss the effect of the shard size on performance and privacy.

FilterL2 Performance without Sharding. To answer question Q1, we evaluated six aggregators
using MNIST and FashionMNIST as shown in Fig. 2. We ran the protocols with 20 clients, and 5 of
them were malicious under attacks.

Fig. 2 reports promising results that FilterL2 achieves optimal performance among all 6 aggregators.
For MNIST, under KA and TMA, FilterL2 separately achieves 96.85% and 96.15% accuracy within
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(a) MNIST w/o attack.
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(b) MNIST under KA.
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(c) MNIST under TMA.
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(d) MNIST under MPA.
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(e) MNIST under MRA.
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(f) MNIST under DBA.
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(g) FashionMNIST w/o attack.
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(h) FashionMNIST under KA.
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(i) FashionMNIST under TMA.
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(j) FashionMNIST under MPA.
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(k) FashionMNIST under MRA.
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(l) FashionMNIST under DBA.

FILTERL2 AVERAGE KRUM

TRIMMED MEAN BULYAN KRUM BULYAN TRIMMED MEAN

Figure 2: Attack performance under various Byzantine-robust estimators.

30 epochs, respectively, comparable to the non-malicious setting’s 97.48% accuracy. Under MPA,
MRA, and DBA, FilterL2 separately reduces the attack success rate to 0.00%, 17.53%, and 1.62%.
For Fashion-MNIST, under KA and TMA, FilterL2 separately achieves 84.87% and 84.75% accuracy,
slightly better than the non-malicious setting with an accuracy of 84.66%. Under MPA, MRA, and
DBA, FilterL2 successfully suppresses the attack success rates to 20.00%, 14.18%, and 7.38%.
Specifically, FilterL2 is the only aggregator that consistently performs well under all five attacks.

SHARDFL Performance. To answer question Q2, we evaluated six aggregators with sharding on
MNIST and FashionMNIST as shown in Fig. 3. We ran the protocols with 100 clients, and 10 of
them were malicious under attacks. The clients were randomly split into 25 shards. And the clients
inside the same shard performed secure aggregation.

For the experiments without attack, with TMA, or with MPA (Fig. 3a,3c,3d,3g.3i,3j), SHARDFL still
achieves optimal or near-optimal performance. Specifically, SHARDFL achieves 97.19% and 95.79%
accuracy under KA and TMA on MNIST, whereas averaging with sharding achieves 97.28% without
attack. It also suppresses the attack success rates to 10.00%, 10.15%, and 23.32%, respectively, under
MPA, MRA, and DBA. On FashionMNIST, SHARDFL achieves 85.66% and 85.82% under KA and
TMA, respectively, whereas the baseline is 86.59% without attack. Under MPA, MRA, and DBA, the
attack success rates are kept below 10.00%, 11.59%, and 2.91% at the end of training.
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Figure 4: MNIST under TMA with var-
ious number of shards.

Influence of Shard Size. To answer question Q3, we evaluate
the influence of shards number p in Fig. 4, where we launch
the TMA attack against SHARDFL with different ps. When the
number of shards equals the number of clients, the system is
trivially equivalent to FilterL2 without sharding and is capable
of achieving optimal model accuracy. This setting, however,
compromises security, as the semi-honest server has access
to each client’s individual update, and SHARDFL offers no
further security guarantee compared with vanilla FL. Contrarily,
when the number of shards reaches one, the system degrades to
averaging each client’s update. This extreme setup delivers the
highest security but the lowest robustness. When the amount
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(a) MNIST w/o attack.
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(b) MNIST under KA.
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(c) MNIST under TMA.
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(d) MNIST under MPA.
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(e) MNIST under MRA.
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(f) MNIST under DBA.
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(g) FashionMNIST w/o attack.
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(h) FashionMNIST under KA.
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(i) FashionMNIST under TMA.
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(j) FashionMNIST under MPA.
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(k) FashionMNIST under MRA.
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(l) FashionMNIST under DBA.
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Figure 3: Attack performance under various estimators with sharded secure aggregation.

of shards falls between these two extremes, the model accuracy gradually changes under the TMA
attack, as in Fig. 4. Our empirical finding indicates that p = 25 would be desirable for datasets
like MNIST and FashionMNIST when 10 out of 100 clients are malicious. Holistically, the optimal
choice of p should depend on the total number of clients, the required level of security and robustness,
and also the specific FL task.

6 LIMITATION & CONCLUSION

In this paper, we design and develop SHARDFL, the first robust FL protocol with a dimension-free
per-round mean estimation error. SHARDFL provides bi-directional security guarantees against
both a semi-honest server and Byzantine malicious clients. We propose to use FilterL2 to robustly
aggregate the possibly contaminated updates and to use secure aggregation to protect the client’s
privacy. We reconcile the contradictory components with sharding. The evaluation results show that
SHARDFL consistently achieves the optimal or close-to-optimal performance among five robust FL
protocols. As far as we can see, SHARDFL tackles the two primary privacy concerns in FL systems
simultaneously and shows the potential to further popularize FL in sensitive applications.

We also identify several unsolved challenges in SHARDFL that may motivate future works in
bidirectionally protected FL. For instance, vanilla FilterL2 incurs extra overhead due to its nearly-
quadratic complexity. Although the accelerated FilterL2 partially tackles the issue, it does so at
the expense of the asymptotic estimation error. A promising future direction is to integrate low-
complexity robust mean estimators such as Cheng et al. (2019). However, because Cheng et al.
(2019)’s approach is rather complicated, developing a low-complexity robust mean estimator with
simple intuition is also an intriguing direction. Besides, the number of shards p should be selected
carefully, as discussed in Sec. 4.2. Large p weakens the security guarantee of SHARDFL while small
p degrades its robustness. As shown in our evaluation, p = 25 would be a good choice for the datasets
like MNIST and FashionMNIST with 10 out of 100 malicious clients. However, in practice, it should
depend on the total number of clients, the required level of security and robustness, and the specific
FL task. Another promising future direction is to design a secure FL protocol with higher robustness
threshold. The idea in Diakonikolas et al. (2018) can potentially shed some light on this direction.
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APPENDIX

A DETAILS OF EVALUATION SETUP

This section reports detailed information regarding model architecture, hyper-parameters, quantiza-
tion, and datasets processing procedures.

The model without attack and under KA, TMA, MPA, and MRA attacks is constructed by two
convolutional layers following two fully connected layers with ReLU as the activation function.
However, the DBA attack cannot be launched successfully in simple models, as simple models are
prone to overfit the injected backdoors. As a result, we use the default model architecture which is
ResNet18 evaluated in the DBA paper Xie et al. (2019). For DBA, we use the default parameters
used in the original paper Xie et al. (2019) and use the multiple-shot attack approach proposed in that
paper to evaluate the attack success rate for all estimators. As for the other experiments, we use a
learning rate 1e− 3 and a batch size 10. We configure the same initial model state. We run 30 epochs
for these experiments. For estimator Trimmed Mean, we set the threshold as 30%, which means that
it can rule out 30% of out-of-distribution updates. For Bulyan that can tolerate f Byzantine workers,
we set f = 4 to satisfy the assumption n ≥ 4f + 3 required by Bulyan, where n is the number
of clients. For FilterL2, we set σ = 1e − 6 and η = 20. All other settings like random seeds are
identical for all attack methods, estimators, and training process to ensure a comparison fair.

The datasets we evaluate are MNIST and FashionMNIST, and we use both training and testing splits
provided by PyTorch. The data is randomly distributed to clients and each client holds the same
number of data samples. We emphasize that for each experiment, we use the same random seed to
split or distribute the dataset for fair comparison. In the experiment evaluating the performance of
FilterL2, we setup 20 clients, and 5 of them are malicious under attacks. In the experiment evaluating
the performance of SHARDFL, we setup 100 clients, and 10 of them are malicious and these clients
are randomly splitted into 25 shards.

As for the quantization, we first set fixed minimum and maximum updates values for clients (e.g.,
r1 and r2), then the clients updates are clipped by the minimum and maximum values r1 and r2.
Then the values in the range of r1 and r2 are discretized into L points. The updates of the clients
are quantized by mapping them to the L points. For attack DBA and MNIST, we set r1 = −1.0,
r2 = 1.0, andL = 1, 000, 000. For attack DBA and FashionMNIST, we set r1 = −1.5, r2 = 1.5, and
L = 1, 000, 000. For other attacks and MNIST, we set r1 = −0.05, r2 = 0.05, and L = 100, 000.
For other attacks and FashionMNIST, we set r1 = −0.5, r2 = 0.5, and L = 100, 000.
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